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The Dome
3 Feb
By James Garside

In their heyday ’70s heavy metal legends Thin
Lizzy played to packed-out stadiums. But the
band hasn’t released a studio album since 1983
(‘Thunder and Lightning‘), split after they played
their last gig in 1984, and hasn’t produced any
new material since the tragic death of frontman
Phil Lynott, their founding member and principal
songwriter, in 1986. The band has existed in
various incarnations since then, mostly as a
tribute to Phil Lynott and always playing the Thin
Lizzy back catalogue. Almost thirty years later, the current lineup are on tour, still playing all the
hits, but amid talk of recording new songs. With support from Triggerfinger and Clutch, the boys
are back – it’s just a question of why.

TRIGGERFINGER

Brighton Dome Concert Hall is the politest rock
venue I’ve ever been to. Self-confessed ‘warm-up
party’ Triggerfinger kicked off in grand style with
an excellent blues rock set drawn in equal
measure from their last three albums. Highlights
included ‘I’m Coming for You’, ‘On My Knees’,
‘Short Term Memory Love’, and ‘All This Dancin’
Around.’ Lead vocalist and guitarist Ruben Block
was laid back and charming throughout,
changing guitars after almost every song;
accompanied by ‘Monsieur’ Paul Van Bruystegem
on bass and Mario Goossens on drums (possibly

the happiest drummer on the planet, not least because he got to do a drum solo). These Belgian
rockers may have been described as “the loudest band in Antwerp”, but what spoke loudest of all
was their rapport with the audience and with each other. When the power went during ‘My Baby’s
Got a Gun’ and the emergency lights came on, they’d already won the crowd’s approval, and kept
going whilst everybody clapped in time over a silent guitar solo.
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CLUTCH

Judging by the number of their t-shirts in the
crowd, you’d think that Clutch were the main
event; but they made gracious special guests and
took the whole thing in their stride. Known for
their rabid fans and relentless touring, Clutch are
often said to play more than a hundred gigs per
year. Neil Fallon (vocals and guitar), Tim Sult
(guitar), Dan Maines (bass), and Jean-Paul
Gaster (drums), ploughed through the set, and it
was heads down, no nonsense, serious business
all the way. Proceedings came to a halt when an
amp exploded, but unlike Triggerfinger, there
was little interaction with the crowd. The frontman Neil Fallon just said his stand-up routine
wasn’t up to much and asked them to bear with it, before they shrugged and continued playing.

Clutch started as a hardcore punk band but has always experimented, with influences ranging
from stoner rock to hard-rock blues and each album getting progressively harder to describe.
They’re bluesy as hell right now, and it would’ve been great to hear more from the early albums, or
at least to make room for the humour and swagger of a couple of standout tracks like ‘A Shogun
Named Marcus’ and ‘Big News I.’ Clutch are a headline act in their own right, and would’ve
benefited from a much longer set. It’s clear they could have kept going the entire night. They
finished with a blistering performance of ‘Electric Worry’ from the 2007 album ‘From Beale Street
to Oblivion‘ that had even gnarly old guard metallers shouting the chorus, so it looks like they
made some new friends. If you ask the kids wrecking at the front, Clutch didn’t support Thin
Lizzy; it’s the other way around.

THIN LIZZY

After power cuts and exploding amps, the only
things that went off during Thin Lizzy’s set were
pyrotechnics. They started appropriately enough
with the raucous ‘Are You Ready’ (To Rock), but
with a smoke machine, lasers, bright lights, and a
flashing ‘Thin Lizzy’ sign, for all the monsters-of-
rock posturing it sometimes felt like watching
accomplished musicians play Guitar Hero. When
it comes to putting on a show, Thin Lizzy’s amp
goes up to eleven. It’s easy to be cynical, but far
better to kick back and enjoy the party – and
Brighton Dome Concert Hall was packed out with

a friendly and enthusiastic crowd, determined to do just that.

Ricky Warwick, former frontman of The Almighty, did a commendable job on vocals. It must be
difficult to take the place of such an idolised frontman, but his powerful voice and distinct Irish lilt
lends itself well to the songs, without the need for imitation. Warwick joined the Thin Lizzy family
in 2010 at the behest of guitarist Scott Gorham, and has been embraced by the fans. Gorham is a
mainstay of the band and in many ways has become the custodian of their legacy, having
instigated the reformation and worked on the remastered Thin Lizzy back catalogue. The current
lineup is completed by stalwart Thin Lizzy members Brian Downey (drums) and Darren Wharton
(keyboards and backing vocals), alongside more recent recruits Marco Mendoza (bass) and
Damon Johnson (guitars).

What’s most impressive is just how well Phil Lynott’s songs have aged. Mendoza and Johnson
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were put to good use in a set that included ‘Jailbreak’, ‘Bad Reputation’, ‘Don’t Believe a Word’,
and ‘Killer on the Loose.’ The pace shifted for ‘Dancing in the Moonlight’, then ‘Massacre’ and
‘Angel of Death.’ It was genuinely touching to see couples dance to ‘Still in Love With You’, and
when ‘Whiskey in the Jar’ followed, I sang my heart out along with everybody else. ‘Sha La La’,
‘Suicide’, ‘Waiting for an Alibi’, and ‘Cowboy Song’ also did the rounds, and when foil confetti
rained down on the crowd during ‘The Boys Are Back in Town’ it looked like the party was over.
But Jack Moore made a very special guest appearance for the encore, and played a stirring
rendition of ‘Emerald’ dedicated to the memory of his father and Phil Lynott. Gary Moore, a
legendary musician and longtime guitarist with the band, sadly died in February 2011. The
evening ended with a cover of Bob Seger’s ‘Rosalie’ and the epic ‘Black Rose.’

Thin Lizzy – Whisky in the Jar

You can’t help wondering what could have been. Had Phil Lynott lived and the band stayed
together, they’d probably have changed to the point of being unrecognisable now. The current
lineup gives a solid Thin Lizzy performance, but there’s so little left of the original band that you’d
be forgiven for hoping that if they do record new material, it’s under a different name. Still, it’s
hard to argue with a concert hall full of devoted Thin Lizzy fans; and they’d probably kick the shit
out of you if you did. Thin Lizzy may be a tribute act, but they’re a fitting tribute nonetheless. Few
bands are more deserving of their place in rock history, and it’s a testament to Phil Lynott’s
songwriting that the band and the fans have kept his memory alive this long. For one night,
Brighton was Phil’s town – it’s just a pity he wasn’t there to see it.

James Garside
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TW ITTER

No public Twitter messages.

UPCOMING  G IGS

Sorry, there aren’t any upcoming gigs
right now. Check back soon!
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The Prince Albert
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